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Introduction

P

resident Trump has been right to say that energy industries are important
to “making America great again.” 1 And Energy Secretary Rick Perry and
Secretary of State Rex Tillerson have likewise been on target when they
have stressed the importance of energy innovation.
“Energy innovation, it’s the quickest way to
make our anemic economy very powerful,”
Perry declared in 2014, referring to recent
breakthroughs in renewables, energy storage,
and electric vehicles. And for his part Tillerson
insisted in 2015: “We must recognize the role of
investment and innovation in helping unlock new
supplies of energy,” including from renewables.2
Tillerson especially has shown himself alert to the
economic importance of innovation in keeping
the United States relevant in the $1.4 trillion
worldwide advanced energy sector.3
Play it right, Perry and Tillerson have seemed to
suggest, and clean energy innovation holds great
potential to spark job creation in U.S. regions,
support the manufacturing sector, and improve
the trade balance by improving American
competitiveness.
And yet, there is a problem. At a moment when
signs indicate the U.S. clean energy innovation
enterprise could be flagging, the Trump
administration has proposed draconian federal
budget cuts that raise new concerns about the
future of the nation’s long-term commitment to
low-carbon economic development.
Under Trump’s proposed “skinny budget,”
the Office of Science within the Department
of Energy (DOE) would lose $900 million of
its $5 billion annual appropriation, affecting
DOE offices supervising early-stage research
into solar, wind, nuclear, battery, and carboncapture technologies.4 Additional cuts would
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affect all of the department’s applied energy
offices. The Trump framework also proposes
eliminating the Advanced Research Projects
Agency-Energy (ARPA-E), which supports
early stage “moon shots” that are too risky for
private investment, and axing build-out loan
programs like the Advanced Technology Vehicle
Manufacturing Program, which provided early
support to Tesla.
Making this even more untimely is the fact
that several indicators of the competitiveness
of U.S. cleantech innovation are raising
warning lights. Eleven countries around the
world now spend more on energy research
and development (R&D) as a percentage
of their economies than the United States
does; China spends three times as much.5
Likewise, flows of the venture capital (VC)
needed to help cleantech entrepreneurs build
companies peaked in 2011 and have since
dwindled.6 What is more, there is a perception
problem: while energy innovation is a matter
of broad national interest, too few Americans
understand that the research, invention,
testing, and commercialization that goes into it
extends far beyond the usual short list of elite,
green coastal tech centers in California and
Massachusetts and actually reaches across the
country.
So, as Congress considers the Trump budget
proposals and develops its own plan, it
is appropriate to assess the status of the
U.S. cleantech innovation enterprise, both
nationally and regionally. To that end, this
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brief and a forthcoming one undertake to
look closely at trends and issues involving two
key aspects of U.S. cleantech innovation—
technology patenting and VC investment—as
they are playing out across 14 clean technology
areas and the nation’s diverse metropolitan
areas.
Patenting matters, because patenting—a
measure of new technology invention—is
an intermediate step toward innovation,
and patent data provide indirect and partial
indicators of innovation. Patenting activity has
been shown to be positively correlated with
regional economic health, as high rates of
patent creation are geographically associated
with higher-than-average wages, lower
regional unemployment, and more startup
company activities.7 VC is important because it
is a key form of the early-stage financing that
is frequently necessary to allow innovative
new energy companies to grow.8 VC has also
been shown to play a key role in advancing key
segments of the innovation economy of the
United States over the last several decades.9

energy efficiency, and transportation.
Likewise, while many U.S. firms are patenting
extensively, more and more U.S. patents are
being obtained by foreign companies, raising
questions about the nation’s commitment to
profiting domestically from its inventions. Each
of these findings raises questions about the
competitiveness of the U.S. innovation scene.
However, there are also signs of vibrancy across
the map. Notably, while much of America’s
patenting takes place in a relatively few
large metropolitan areas, low-carbon energy
innovation activity extends into all regions of
the country, ensuring that energy innovation
is far from a monopoly of coastal cities. That
breadth provides grounds for optimism.

This brief
In keeping with that, this first brief of two on
cleantech innovation—a forthcoming brief
will examine VC dynamics—looks at dynamics,
emphases, and patterns in clean-technology
patenting since 2001 for the nation and its
diverse metropolitan areas. In doing so, the
post provides a baseline look at the pace and
geography of cleantech innovation, with an eye
to informing decisionmaking.
What do these data show? Overall, even as
cleantech invention has grown over the years,
patenting may be slowing, and it tends to
be concentrated in relatively few technology
domains such as advanced green materials,
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Cleantech patenting: what and where

P

atents matter as an indicator of U.S. energy-sector innovation vitality
because, while imperfect, they are a useful measure of the ability of
individuals, firms, industries, and places to develop and implement
new ideas that create business value.10 Patents, which grant their claimants
temporary monopolies on the use of inventions, play an important role
in the entire technology lifecycle, from basic research, development, and
demonstration (RD&D) to commercialization. It is not surprising, therefore, that
patents are one of the most frequently employed indicators for monitoring the
emergence of new technologies, processes, and products wherein the rate of
invention is represented by the volume of new patents resulting from public
and private funded research.
For the purposes of this analysis, patents remain
the best available source of data on innovation
that is readily available and comparable across
regions. Patent information can be used to
assess RD&D trends, emerging technologies,
“whitespace,” innovation patterns, and the
technology competitiveness of firms, industries,
and regions.11
And so this brief uses IP Checkups’ Cleantech
PatentEdge database to analyze patenting
trends for 14 cleantech energy innovation
categories (ranging from solar and wind to
nuclear and conventional fuels) between 2001

and 2016, with a focus on the period after
2011, for the United States and its metropolitan
regions.12 This discussion focuses only on patent
activity at the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
(USPTO), one of the largest patent offices in the
world and the recipient of a significant share of
applications and grants from foreign inventors
because of the size and openness of the U.S.
market.13 Overall, the resulting analysis reveals a
mixed picture of U.S. cleantech innovation.
Five major findings stand out:

1. U.S. Cleantech patenting has grown significantly since 2001, outpacing
growth in all U.S. patents, but may now be flagging
Patent filing and granting has generally
increased since the early 2000s, and the
cleantech sector is no exception.14 Since
2001, the total number of granted patents in
cleantech has more than doubled—from a
little less than 15,000 in 2001 to approximately
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32,000 in 2016. U.S. cleantech patents reached
an all-time high of 35,271 in 2014. Moreover,
patenting in cleantech has been growing faster
than in many other important innovation
industries.
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During the years 2001–2014, for example,
patenting across all technology areas rose at
a 5 percent compound annual growth rate
(CAGR), but in cleantech the rate was 7 percent
(for the period 2011-2014 the rate was 12
percent growth).15 In fact, during these years
cleantech patenting grew at a faster pace
than patenting in such celebrated innovation
industries as medical technology (which
grew at 6 percent CAGR), semiconductors
(5 percent), biotechnology (3 percent), and
pharmaceuticals (4 percent). Only digital
communications and computer technology
(14 percent and 12 percent a year growth)
saw faster patenting than cleantech. Likely
contributing to strong patenting in the
years prior to 2015 has been the cumulative
impact of investment in research—by both
government and industry—and growth in the
market for clean technologies globally. A strong
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surge in the years 2011–2014 may also reflect
recovery from the global recession, along with
USPTO efforts to decrease its backlog of patent
applications.16
However, between 2014 and 2016 the number
of cleantech patents granted in the country
has declined by 9 percent (Figure 1). While
most cleantech categories saw a downward
trend in the number of patents granted since
2014, the decline has been most pronounced
in energy efficiency, hydro and marine power,
solar, bioenergy, and nuclear. It is too early to
say whether the downward trend is just a blip
or here to stay. In 2015, for instance, patents
granted by the USPTO decreased 2 percent, the
first decline in granted patents since 2008.17 But
the recent overall slump bears watching.
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2. Cleantech patenting is quite concentrated in relatively few categories
While cleantech patenting appears vibrant and
extensive in some technology areas, it remains
modest in others (Figure 2). Overall, a total
of 186,500 patents have been granted in the
United States since 2011 across 14 cleantech
categories. Of this activity, advanced green
materials, energy efficiency, and transportation
each accounted for 18 percent of the total
patenting, while energy storage accounted
for another 15 percent. This extensive activity
reflects that these are broad categories
encompassing a wide range of technologies
addressing large sectors of the economy.
Energy efficiency, for instance, includes
technologies related to heating, ventilation,
and air conditioning (HVAC); water heating;
appliances; windows and building envelope;
lighting; sensors and controls; and smart
meters.
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However, drastically fewer patents are
being granted in such areas as geothermal
energy, hydro and marine power, and nuclear
generation. None of these technology
areas accounted for more than 1 percent
of post-2010 total cleantech patenting.
All of which means that little innovation
has been occurring in two clean energy
categories that play a large role in the U.S.
electricity mix: hydro and nuclear.18 The low
patenting rate in the nuclear power industry
is especially concerning. Without improved
reactor technologies—advances yielding cost
reductions, shorter cycle times, smaller sizes,
and greater safety—nuclear power will be
unable to play an expanded role as a source
of zero-carbon power.19 Advances in wave
and tidal power generation are also lagging
behind despite their vast global potential to
generate new sources of clean and renewable
electricity.20
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A look at patenting growth rates reveals more
variation—and questions about the future
(Figure 3). On the upside, patenting has
picked up since 2011 in such categories as
nuclear (albeit from a low base), geothermal,
transportation, and water and wastewater.
Most notably, while patenting in the nuclear
power industry contracted 3 percent per
year between 2001 to 2010, the industry has
posted a solid 7 percent a year patenting surge
(again, on a small base) since 2011. Apparently
rising interest in nuclear energy is moving the
industry toward innovation.21 Similarly, the
negligible patenting rates exhibited by the
transportation and water/wastewater industries
prior to the recession have given way to more
respectable patenting rates of 4 percent and
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3 percent CAGR since then. This bodes well.
With that said, patenting is slowing in other
categories. Patenting rates for wind and solar,
for example, surged before the crisis but
have slowed since 2011. Wind tech patenting,
for instance, expanded by 25 percent a year
between 2001 and 2010 but has been growing
at a more modest 7 percent CAGR since then,
perhaps reflecting the natural maturation of
the industry. A similar slowdown has affected
the solar and energy-efficiency industries.
In short, variable patenting rates across
categories and over time are beginning to raise
questions about the nation’s ability to compete
and win in the burgeoning global clean energy
market.
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3. Large metropolitan areas host a disproportionate share of cleanteach
patenting but do not monopolize it; overall, cleantech patenting is widely
distributed across the nation22
Cleantech patenting, in terms of absolute
patent issuance, is highly concentrated in a
relatively small number of larger metropolitan
areas. This is not surprising given that
metropolitan areas are home to the productive
drivers of the U.S. economy. Metros aggregate
the productive assets—skilled workers,
capital investment, advanced technologies,
infrastructure, and relationship networks—
that matter for economic growth and
competitiveness. Indeed, the 100 largest metro
areas, which are home to 35 percent of the
U.S. population, accounted for 73 percent of
granted cleantech patents, developed by one
or more U.S.-based inventors, since 2011.

Patenting data
suggest that cleantech
innovation—far from
solely the province of
“blue America”— is
occuring in metros
in both red and blue
states.
Along these lines, just 10 metro areas
ranging from Boston and Detroit to Houston,
Minneapolis, San Francisco, and San Jose
accounted for 38 percent of the cleantech
patents developed by U.S. inventors since 2011,
while 20 metro areas accounted for 52 percent.
These metro areas are more likely to have a
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large number of highly specialized researchers,
engineers, and entrepreneurs who are coming
up with breakthrough clean technologies.
Table 1 lists the 20 metro areas with the highest
number of granted patents over the five-year
period ending in 2016. The top three cleantech
patenting subcategories are also listed for each
metro to provide a sense of the metros’ most
prominent cleantech sectors. The list in Table 1
suggests that there is a degree of truth in the
common assumption that cleantech is primarily
the province of a few large high-tech cities.
And yet the patent data make clear that
cleantech innovation is also widely distributed
across diverse regions of the country—in
red and blue states, in big and small metros.
To begin with, while 20 large metro areas
generate half of the nation’s cleantech patents
developed by U.S. inventors, another half of
the nation’s patents emanates from a set of
farther-flung, highly inventive cities. Such
highly inventive metros—identified by the
density of their patenting as measured by their
cleantech patents per million residents—can
be found in every region of the country, from
Albany and Rochester, N.Y. in the Northeast to
Albuquerque, N.M. and Boise City, Idaho in the
West, Greenville, S.C. and Palm Bay, Fla. in the
South, and Detroit and Madison, Wis. in the
Midwest (Table 2).
The patenting data, in this regard, suggest
that cleantech innovation—far from solely the
province of “blue” America—is occurring in
metros in both red and blue states. Greenville
and Boise City in solidly Republican South
Carolina and Idaho, for instance, are ranked 6th
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and 7th (among the top 100 large metro
areas) in cleantech patents per million
residents. Provo, Utah and Knoxville. Tenn.
also boast high cleantech patenting rates
in Republican-leaning states. This runs
counter to the popular perception that
innovative activity in the United States is
predominantly concentrated on the east
and west coasts with very few pockets of
activity in the remainder of the country.
Equally important is the fact that cleantech
patenting occurs in many smaller metro
areas and not just in the largest 100 metro
areas. Smaller metros—including both
college towns like Ann Arbor, Mich., Boulder,
Colo., Durham-Chapel Hill, N.C., and Ithaca,
N.Y. as well as other places like Bay City,
Mich., Columbus, Ind., Corvallis, Ore., and
Peoria, Ill.—account for smaller shares of
the nation’s total cleantech patents, but
they punch well above their weight in
terms of patents per capita. Ann Arbor,
for instance, with 564 cleantech patents
per million residents in any given year
from 2011 to 2016, is the most inventive
metro area by intensity. It even beats San
Jose, which has 538 cleantech patents per
million residents and is top metro in terms
of sheer patent volume. The cleantech
patenting intensity of seven small metro
areas including Columbus (499 patents
per million residents), Durham-Chapel Hill
(313), and Boulder (249) is higher than that
of San Francisco (174), which ranks second
in patenting intensity among the top 100
metros.
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4. The nation’s metro areas, both big and small, display distinctive
profiles in cleantech patenting
The nation’s most inventive metros in terms
of low-carbon energy patenting vary in
their specializations, meaning that different
regions with distinctive industry clusters
are functioning as globally significant
innovation hubs that convene local business,
academia, and government to drive American
competitiveness (Figure 4).

America’s metros
stand out as regionally
differentiated
platforms for cleantech
innovation.
Among the top hubs for cleantech patenting,
San Jose, San Francisco, Detroit, Houston, and
Los Angeles demonstrate the point. San Jose
excels at advanced green materials, energy
efficiency, and solar innovation, while also
having significant presence in energy storage
and transportation patenting. San Francisco
has a similar profile, with advanced green
materials, energy efficiency, and solar as its
top three patenting technology areas. Detroit,
Houston, and Los Angeles round out the top
five metro areas with the highest number of
granted cleantech patents every year since
2011. Not surprisingly, transportation is the
dominant cleantech category for Detroit,
accounting for 61 percent of total patents;
Ford Motor Company drives a good number
of patents every year. Energy storage accounts
for another 18 percent of Detroit’s patenting
activity. Houston—the energy capital of the
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world—saw significant patenting activity
(42 percent) in conventional fuels, led by
companies like Baker Hughes, Halliburton,
and Schlumberger Technology Corporation.
Houston also has the highest number of
geothermal patents among all metros. And
for its part, Los Angeles is focusing on energy
efficiency, transportation, and advanced green
materials. Both Broadcom Corporation and the
University of Southern California own several
of Los Angeles’ energy-efficiency patents, while
AeroVironment—involved in electric vehicle
systems and unmanned aerial vehicles—and
Boeing dominate in transportation patenting
and the California Institute of Technology in
advanced green materials.
A few other distinctive large-metro
concentrations include Greenville’s focus
on transportation and wind patents, led by
General Electric in both categories; Boise City’s
concentration in advanced green materials
and solar, led by Micron Technology in both
technology areas; Knoxville’s specialization
in advanced green materials and air, led by
UT-Battelle—which manages the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory for the Department of
Energy—and Alstom Technology, respectively;
and Cleveland’s focus on energy efficiency and
energy, led by General Electric and Eveready
Battery Company, respectively.
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At the same time, many smaller metro areas
that develop cleantech patents at high rates
display significant specialization in one or two
categories. Nearly 70 percent of Ann Arbor’s
cleantech patents are in transportation and
energy storage, with transportation alone
accounting for half of the metro’s patenting
activity. While Ford Motor Company owns
the majority of patents in transportation,
other carmakers like Chrysler, BMW, and
Daimler also have significant presence. In
a similar fashion, 78 percent of Columbus,
Ind.’s cleantech patents are in transportation,
owned by Cummins. Bay City’s cleantech
patents are disproportionately concentrated in
advanced green materials (51 percent), led by
Dow Corning; Durham-Chapel Hill’s in energy
efficiency (43 percent), led by Cree; Peoria’s in
transportation (76 percent), led by Caterpillar;
Ames, Iowa’s in bioenergy (27 percent) and
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advanced green materials (26 percent), led by
Iowa State University in both categories; and
Wilmington, N.C.’s in nuclear (80 percent), led
by GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy.
A casual look at the data suggests that access
to research infrastructure housed in universities
and research institutions matters significantly
for both the rate of patenting and the total level
of patents. This appears to be true for both the
nation’s large metros—San Jose has Stanford,
Los Angeles has Cal Tech, San Francisco has
University of California, Berkeley, and Boston
has MIT and Harvard—as well as for the smaller
metros like Ames, Ann Arbor, Boulder, DurhamChapel Hill, and Ithaca. Not surprisingly, the
University of Michigan is a leading cleantech
patent assignee in Ann Arbor, as are North
Carolina State University in Durham-Chapel
Hill, Cornell University in Ithaca, the University
of Illinois in Champaign-Urbana, Ill., and
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Princeton University in Trenton, N.J. In a similar
fashion, the U.S. national energy labs, including
Argonne in Chicago, the National Renewable
Energy Laboratory in Golden, Colo., and the
four national labs in the San Francisco Bay Area,
serve as regional hubs of energy innovation
and emerge as leading patent assignees in their
regions.

In short, a large number of America’s
metropolitan areas stand out as regionally
differentiated platforms for cleantech
innovation. Each of them is a specific, distinct
location in a distributed network for cleantech
invention, commercialization, and economic
growth.

5. The share of U.S. cleantech patents owned by foreign companies has
grown over the years, raising concerns about global competitiveness of
U.S. companies23
Even while cleantech innovation holds out the
promise of regional and national economic
gain in the U.S., cleantech patenting is
increasingly being led by foreign companies.
Foreign multinationals own a significant
number of the cleantech patents that are
granted by the USPTO every year, reflecting
the globalization of cleantech industries,
particularly in developed and developing Asian
economies urgent about reducing carbon
emissions and cornering growing markets for
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cleantech. More importantly, though, foreign
companies collectively have begun to capture a
larger share of U.S. cleantech patents awarded
to corporations over the years. In 2001, both
U.S. and foreign-owned companies generated
about 47 percent of cleantech patents each.
By 2016, 51 percent of all cleantech patents
were owned by large foreign multinationals,
while only 39 percent were generated by U.S.
companies.
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Some of this may reflect foreign acquisitions
of innovative U.S. companies by foreign ones,
but in any event patent-quantity supremacy
may be shifting away from corporate America
to companies based overseas, especially in
Asia.25 Such shifts could in time challenge the
assumption that the United States is a global
innovation leader in the cleantech sector.
In this regard, while patenting by U.S. startups
and venture-backed firms has become more
widespread in the last decade, large incumbent
firms—often foreign-owned—are increasingly
dominating patenting in the cleantech sector.
For instance, the top 15 companies—led by
Samsung, Toyota, Honda, General Motors,
and General Electric—have accounted for
21 percent of cleantech patents owned by
corporations since 2011 (Figure 6).
Who are the big players? Japanese, South
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Korean, and German companies dominate
patenting across several cleantech categories,
with shares of 20 percent, 7 percent, and 6
percent respectively for the period between
2011 and 2016.
The leading nations appear to have
particular priorities. About 27 percent of
Japanese companies owned patents in the
transportation sector—including popular
automotive companies like Toyota, Honda,
Nissan, and Mitsubishi—while another 35
percent owned patents in energy storage.
Roughly one-third of all South Korean
companies, including Samsung and LG
Electronics, owned patents in the energyefficiency sector, while another quarter of
these companies were focusing in advanced
green materials. Finally, while half of all
German companies owned a patent in
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transportation and energy storage, many
German companies, including Siemens, Areva
Wind, and Maritime Offshore Group, are also
investing heavily in the wind sector.
In short, while American firms and individuals

continue to innovate in key cleantech sectors,
formidable and well-funded corporations from
around the world are competing aggressively
with them to invent and commercialize new
ways to make clean energy cheap.

Defending progress

S

o how should the nation and its regions respond to changing patenting
trends and coming budget decisions in Congress? It is important to
remember that the transition to a clean economy is well under way
globally. China’s National Energy Administration recently announced that the
country will invest $361 billion in renewable power generation alone by 2020,
creating an additional 3 million jobs in the process.26 The European Union
has also pledged to stick to its environmental policies and climate targets—
reducing emissions by at least 40 percent in 2030 from 1990 levels—regardless
of what the United States does.27
Given the high stakes, the United States cannot
afford to relinquish its lead on innovation in the
burgeoning global cleantech market to China
or any other country. Doing so would mean
withdrawing from the global race—not just
to slow climate change, but to lay hold of the
sector’s burgeoning job creation, exports, and
investment opportunities.

has long supported the development of new
cleantech technologies, while the department’s
commercialization initiatives such as the Loan
Guarantee Program help ensure that new
technology makes it out of the lab and into the
marketplace where it can drive job creation and
economic development. All of this is in danger
now.

And yet, instead of making cleantech
innovation a high priority and looking at
ways to accelerate the development and
deployment of new technologies, the Trump
administration has proposed to shut down
or slash resources for virtually all of the DOE
programs most important to cleantech
innovation.28 Basic and applied research funded
through DOE and conducted at U.S. national
labs, universities, and research institutions

However, Trump’s proposed cuts are in no
way a foregone conclusion. In fact, while the
White House has had its say, it is far from
clear that Congress will go along with Trump’s
skinny budget—especially given the degree of
bipartisan support that energy innovation has
tended to enjoy among members.
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Congress
In this regard, Congress has the opportunity
now to come together around a short list
of minimum viable supports for cleantech
innovation and growth, keeping in mind
that federal government involvement in
RD&D provides a high return on investment
and creates significant economic returns for
taxpayers.29
Little hope remains, for example, that the
United States will double its clean energy R&D
funding over the next five years, consistent
with the international Mission Innovation
commitment.30 And yet, clean energy R&D
remains a point of possible convergence in
Congress, given that government-funded R&D
has long been recognized for playing a critical
role in innovation.31
Accordingly, it is appropriate to challenge
members to maintain clean energy R&D
appropriations at their current level. Such a
commitment would set right one of the skinny
budget’s most troubling threats to the ability
of firms, industries, and regions to maintain
their competitive advantages and develop new
ones. The commitment to clean energy R&D
should be understood as a matter of national
competitiveness at a time of possible slippage.
Beyond that, though, Congress will surely want
to set aside Trump’s wholesale budget cuts in
favor of an approach that reforms programs
that do not work effectively and scales up those
that have shown promise.32 There are several
priorities for triage.
For one thing, Congress should move to
maximize the economic impact of the nation’s
17 national laboratories, which are a critical
part of America’s clean energy ecosystem, as
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recent Brookings work has shown.33 On this
front, preserving the DOE Office of Science
budget, which supports work at the labs, will
be a starting point. But it will also be important
to support greater lab autonomy, more
collaboration with external small and mediumsized businesses, and better connections with
local industrial clusters, including on cleantech
deployment. 34 Such adjustments will be
important both to contribute to and leverage
the power of local strengths and clusters. In a
similar fashion, Congress should also support
DOE’s Office of Technology Transitions and Lab
to Market initiative, which seeks to amplify
the national labs’ impact by supporting the
transition of innovative clean technologies
into the market. These programs support
cost-effective development of next-generation
technologies, from conventional to nuclear
to renewables, and fit in well with the Trump
administration’s “all of the above” energy
strategy. But they also will leverage the
bottom-up commercial power of local business
concentrations.
In addition, Congress should preserve
other programs at DOE that have proved
effective at accelerating the deployment and
commercialization of technology—again with
an eye toward seeding national and local
energy innovation networks. Most notably,
Congress should preserve the Advanced
Research Projects Agency-Energy, which funds
long-shot research with a potential for major
commercial impact. ARPA-E has supported
entrepreneurs who have gone on to raise more
than $1.25 billion in follow-on funding from
private investors and create hundreds of jobs.
Similarly, Congress should maintain and scale
up the energy-focused institutes within the
Manufacturing USA network. These programs
are helping to move new technologies into
the economy, often by ushering them into
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local low-carbon energy clusters, and support
a broader manufacturing competitiveness
agenda.35

States and regions
For their part, states and regions—and
companies—that want to benefit from the
bright future of cleantech growth will all
need to step up. To be sure, the main locus of
cleantech innovation policy remains federal,
but states and regions play a sizable role—and
can do more.
Among the states, the larger, more committed
ones must continue to invest robustly on their
own.36 For example, California, Massachusetts,
and New York have all been able to invest
directly and sizably in low-carbon energy
innovation, and have geared systematic state
investment toward the entire innovation
spectrum—everything from R&D, testing,
demonstration, and commercialization. More
states will need to engage this way.
At the same time, states with smaller energy
innovation budgets can support cleantech
innovation in several ways. First, they can
adopt or strengthen state-level clean energy
standards. These standards have proven
to work well in increasing clean energy
deployment and creating demand for
innovation—and should be expanded. Second,
grid modernization and utility regulatory
reform, as is happening in New York, Hawaii,
Minnesota, Rhode Island, Massachusetts, and
California can play an important role in urging
utilities to open their networks to emerging
technologies that can improve electric service
for all ratepayers. Finally, states should focus on
local strengths and foster regional partnerships,
whether among local research institutions, with
local utilities, or with nearby states. In 2015, for
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example, Ohio, West Virginia, and Pennsylvania
entered into a three-year agreement to pool
their resources on shale gas issues, including
through a cross-state research collaboration
of the states’ academic institutions. 37 Likewise,
Colorado leveraged its relationship with Xcel
Energy, its utility, to support the demonstration
and testing of emerging technologies, while
Tennessee partnered with Oak Ridge National
Laboratory to establish an “innovation voucher”
program to help smaller companies access
the lab’s expertise.38 In this fashion, states can
play a meaningful role in supporting cleantech
innovation and fostering associated economic
development.
Similarly, cities and regions have a role to play.
Most notably, local cleantech “ecosystems” have
become forums for unleashing the progress
that can result when local government,
business, civic, philanthropic, university, and
community institutions and leaders work
collaboratively.39 Successful regional cluster
organizations in places like Austin, Texas;
Boston; Chicago; Knoxville; Portland, Ore.;
San Diego; and Silicon Valley, for example,
have worked to link energy decision makers,
industry, and investors with the capabilities at
nearby universities and research institutions.
Likewise, clean energy incubators and
accelerators including Greentown Labs,
NYC ACRE, and the Los Angeles Cleantech
Incubator (LACI) have emerged across the
country to help their regions’ entrepreneurs
bring new technologies to market.40 In short,
cities and metros have been forging ambitious,
bottom-up solutions. More of such problem
solving will now be necessary.
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Private sector
As for the private sector, cleantech industry
is going to need to engage in new ways to
preserve its access to critical innovation and
grow.
Not for a while, apparently, will cleantech
corporations be able to rely on federal
clean energy research funding to seed their
innovations. Instead, industry itself will
now need to argue more forcefully for what
investments it can preserve even as it moves
to shoulder more of the burden itself. What
might this look like? Recent initiatives suggest
elements of an outline.
Bill Gates, for example, recently announcedthe
creation of a $1 billion fund, called Breakthrough
Energy Ventures, capitalized by 20 like-minded
investors, that will invest systematically in new
energy technologies.41 Similarly, 10 of the

world’s largest oil and gas companies launched
the Oil and Gas Climate Initiative, which plans to
invest in carbon capture and storage technology,
among other things.42 Going forward, more of
such initiatives will be necessary. Yet these may
be one-offs. More broadly, the private sector is
going to need to step up its funding of academic
R&D if federal support of basic and applied work
in public universities and research institutions
further declines. Others have proposed that
groups of companies come together to create
private energy innovation entities, each one
focused on a specific technology area and
supported by approximately 10 companies,
with each contributing $10 million a year for 10
years.43 Perhaps such collaboration is not wishful
thinking. In any event, rethinking the funding of
clean energy innovation from the bottom up is
going to be essential.

Summing up

C

ongress especially, but also the private sector and states and regions,
stand at a critical juncture this spring. With the economic potential for
workers and regions of cleantech innovation widely acknowledged, the
question has become: will the U.S. compete?
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